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Start questions

Where we are?

Where we go?
What we are done
Regional Node
National Node
It’s the end node point.....
Or the start point?
Now we have the Maintenance and Implementation Framework (MIF) 
Where is the MIG and the Pool of Expert
- Lose Money
- New Process
- Real interoperability
Citizen want

- smart application to use data
- Easy access to the data
- Understanding data

Open Geo Data paradigm
Address (points Shapefile)

Roads (lines Shapefile)

Street toponimy (csv file)
Cost vs Benefits

- Regional and national node spend xx M€ in those 7 years.... But now great part of their infrastructure are ready and available, so it’s not real cost
- The real cost is improved the knowledge in local dimension about INSPIRE powerful
- The real cost now is formed or improve skill of the staff to be ready to realise INSPIRE data and services that are really useful and qualitatively for the community
- The users need data to improve quality of life
- The policies need data for good planning
- The SME need to develop user App on quality and standard data
- Improve the efficiency of eGovernament
- To be transparent vs citizen
Thank you! ...

?? Questions ??
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